
Dry electric shaver,
Series 3000

Shaver 3600

 
DualPrecision heads

Flex & Float system

45 min shaving, 8 hour charge

 
PT734/41

Series 3000 - Catches more hairs
with DualPrecision heads

The Philips Norelco Shaver 3600 (formerly called PowerTouch) adds power to your

morning. Now with more minutes per charge, fully washable heads and

DualPrecision blades, you'll fly through your morning routine.

Close shaving performance

Slots shave long hairs and holes shave the shortest stubble

Patented Super Lift & Cut blades raise hairs to cut closer

Comfort Contour Following

Flex & Float system for ultra closeness

Convenient trimming

Perfect for sideburns and moustache

Easy to use

Up to 45 min of cordless shaving minutes 8 hour charge

Washable for easy cleaning

Charging indicator

Powerful Lithium-ion battery for extended performance



Dry electric shaver, Series 3000 PT734/41

Highlights

Dual precision heads

Dual precision heads comfortably shave both

long hairs and short stubble.1. Slots cut long

hairs.2. Holes cut stubble.

Pop-up trimmer

Perfect for sideburns and moustache and for

touch-ups on the back of your neck.

Corded and Cordless use

Up to 45 min of cordless shaving minutes 8 hour

charge. Can also be used corded, for continuous

power when you need it.

Fully washable

Simply pop the heads open and thoroughly

rinse under the tap.

Battery light

Charging indicator

(Patented) Super Lift & Cut

The first blade raises each hair while the second

blade comfortably cuts it below skin level, for a

really smooth result.

Flex & Float System

Flexing & floating heads follow the contours of

your face, allowing for better contact with your

skin and for catching more hairs, resulting in a

closer, faster shave.

Lithium-ion battery

For long lasting power.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs, energy

consumption and CO2 emissions. How? They

offer a significant environmental improvement in

one or more of the Philips Green Focal Areas –

Energy efficiency, Packaging, Hazardous

substances, Weight, Recycling and disposal and

Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Accessories

Maintenance: Cleaning brush, Protective cap

Stand: Charging stand

Ease of use

Charging: 8 hours

Shaving minutes: 45+

Shaving time: Up to 14 days

Display: 1 LED indication, Battery full

indication, Battery low indication, Charging

indication, Quick charge indication

Service

Replacement head: HQ8 has been replaced by

SH50, Replace every yr with HQ8

Shaving Performance

Contour-following: Flex & Float System

Shaving system: Super Lift&Cut, DualPrecision

heads

Styling: Integrated pop up trimmer
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